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Abstract—The Message Passing Interface, MPI, is the standard programming model for high performance computing clusters. However, debugging applications on large scale clusters is difficult. The widely used Message Queue Dumping interface enables inspection of message queue state but there is no general interface for extracting information from MPI objects such as communicators. A developer can debug the MPI library as if it was part of the application, but this exposes an unneeded level of detail.

The Tools Working Group in the MPI Forum has proposed a specification for MPI Handle Introspection. It defines a standard interface that lets debuggers extract information from MPI objects. Extracted information is then presented to the developer, in a human readable format. The interface is designed to be independent of MPI implementations and debuggers.

In this paper, we describe our support for introspection in the TotalView debugger and test it against a reference introspection implementation in Open MPI. We also describe how the debugger interfaces with the MPI implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Typically, developers possess the domain knowledge required to understand applications – from the control flow to the data structures employed. This knowledge is essential when debugging software errors, as it allows developers to understand the data presented by the debugger. Using MPI adds a layer of state that is not accessible through a conventional debugger: Part of the application’s state will be stored within the MPI implementation, and in data structures specific to the implementation. This MPI state can be extracted by debugging the MPI library, but this is beyond the scope of many application developers.

In general, developers are not interested in internal MPI implementation details. Instead, they are interested in the MPI API-level state. This is the state of the application at the level of the MPI primitives being used. The task of debugging is simplified, if this abstract MPI state can be presented to the developer. MPI handle introspection aims to present MPI object data in an implementation-agnostic way and thereby simplify the debugging process.

Using the proposal from the Tools Working Group [1], we add introspection support to a development version of the TotalView debugger [2]. The necessary modifications to the MPI library, we implement in Open MPI [3]. We use our implementation to inspect MPI communicator state through TotalView and describe our challenges and experiences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the issues developing a standardized interface between debuggers and MPI libraries. Section III gives an evaluation of the implementation in TotalView and Open MPI. Finally, section IV concludes.

II. THE INTROSPECTION INTERFACE

Extending the capabilities of debuggers with plug-ins or helper libraries has already proven to be a reliable solution: The technique has been used for message queue dumping in MPI for 15 years [4]. Subsequently, a similar approach has been seen within OpenMP debugging [5], where such an interface is now being proposed for inclusion into the standard [6].

A. Responsibility of the Debugger

The purpose of a debugger is to allow safe inspection and manipulation of the application being debugged. Ideally,
the debugger provides mappings between raw memory and symbols, or data structures, in the source code.

Support for introspection requires minimal changes to the debugger. It must allow debugging of the application through a helper library. TotalView already supports dynamic libraries, as these are used by the previously mentioned OpenMP and MPI debugging facilities. An overall architecture diagram can be seen in figure 1: The debugger and the introspection library execute as a single process, while the MPI application uses the MPI runtime normally. The debugger and the introspection library call each other to request information, while only the debugger inspects the application.

B. Responsibility of the introspection library

Introspection support is implemented by the MPI vendor as a dynamic library. The library provides a set of functions for querying and decoding MPI information in MPI handles. These functions are called by the debugger. The proposed specification currently defines query functions for communicators, error handlers, request and status objects.

Figure 2 presents a sequence diagram for loading the dynamic library and setting up the callback functions, that the debugger passes on to the library for later use. Initially, the debugger detects that it is debugging an MPI program by the existence of a specific symbol in the target process. This symbol points to a list of locations for the dynamic library. Once the library is located, the debugger loads it. If successful, initialization begins. During initialization, the debugger performs basic sanity checking by ensuring that all the symbols defined by the interface can be resolved in the library. It reports an error if this is not the case.

After initial sanity checking, the debugger calls mpidbg_init_once to perform initialization and to pass on a set of callback functions. The library is running in the address space of the debugger and depends on callback functions in the debugger for resource management, I/O, and most importantly, access to the target process.

All accesses to the target process are performed by the debugger. This ensures that reads from invalid addresses are gracefully handled. Invalid reads are likely to occur if the library is passed an invalid MPI handle, due to a fault in the program being debugged. Additionally, this transparently allows debugging of live and dead processes, e.g. through core files.

C. Performing queries

Figure 3 shows the debugger querying a communicator handle. To begin with, the debugger obtains the address of the MPI_Comm handle in the target address space. It then calls mpidbg_init_comm() to set up the query. If the introspection library recognizes the address as a valid communicator handle, it fetches any relevant information – through the debugger – from the target process. The debugger is responsible for reading from the target process on behalf of the library. Once the library has fetched the required data, it returns an mpidbg_comm_handle_t. This handle is used by the debugger for additional queries. In the case presented in figure 3, it calls mpidbg_query_basic(), returning basic information on the communicator such as rank, name, and type.

The two step approach lets the introspection library prefetch data regarding the communicator during mpidbg_comm_query() and cache it. It is also a way of allowing the debugger to inspect old state: the debugger can keep the handle, and perform new queries on it, even after the application has been resumed.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIENCES

As of today, our implementation is integrated into a development version of TotalView and exposed through its command line interface. The corresponding MPI introspection library, has been added to Open MPI. TotalView interacts with this library.

Further implementation is an ongoing effort in both TotalView and Open MPI. We can successfully extract information from MPI_Comm handles and present it to the user. The project has also revealed the difficulty of implementing an interface, for which there is no reference implementation or existing test suite. The library is implemented “blind” by one developer. Another developer extends TotalView to support the library. While this makes different interpretations of the specification very clear, it is also time consuming. MPI vendors will need to ensure that they keep their introspection libraries up to date if their MPI implementations change.

Figure 4 shows a debugging session. It starts by loading the debug library and then performing two queries. The first
Debugger uses this handle for further queries on this communicator. Introspection library allocates work memory using callbacks in debugger. Repeated for all relevant information about communicator Foo in Process Bar.

**Fig. 3. Sequence diagram for querying a communicator.**
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**Fig. 4. A TotalView command line debugging session.** The implementation is work in progress and can currently fetch and decode MPI_Comm information. The second query provides basic information on the built-in MPI_COMM_WORLD communicator.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

We have successfully implemented the proposed Handle Introspection specification in TotalView and Open MPI. The benefit for MPI developers is clear. Introspection enables high level debugging of MPI applications, without deep knowledge of the MPI library implementation. For MPI implementation vendors, it decouples the internals from the debugging, and even allows flexible debugging of closed source MPI implementations. Further work will include integration into the graphical interface of TotalView and support for additional MPI handle types.
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